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Knitted Cording

Set- up Round-

1.  With the 47 inch circle needle you have ended the last row with, remove the
last st, place marker (PM), then return the stitch to the needle. This marker, and
the rest, will indicate your corner stitches (CS).

2. With right side of work facing you, turn pillow to right. You will now have the
left side of the pillow in a horizontal position. Begin picking up stitches for side,
sticking your needle tip down into the center of the last stitch of each row as
follows; k 2, skip 1, K 2, skip 1, K 3, skip 1; [ : K 3, skip 1; K 2, skip 1; K 3, skip
1:] Repeat the pattern in [ ]. You should have 126 sts on your needle for the side.
Stop!!! Put this needle ( NA = needle  A) aside.

3.  Release stitches on provisional chain, beginning at the end where your
working yarn began. Carefully pull the chain back through the last loop. With
wrong side of work facing you, place chain yarn in left hand while inserting the
second 47 inch circle needle ( NB= needle B) into the loop of first stitch of the
first row of your knitting. Pull the chain gently to the left, and continue to slide the
stitches onto your knitting needle from back to front. Pick up the 129 loops. See
"More Toes" tutorial on website for further instructions and photos.

4. Slide the last stitch of the bottom row onto  NA. You now have 127 stitches on 
the left edge of the pillow. Place marker. Knit 8 sts

with NA. Slip the needle through so that all the stitches rest on the cord. You
have turn the corner and have 8 stitches knitted of the bottom row.

5. With NB,(where the remainder of the stitches you just released off the chain
are) in your left hand pick up the other end of NB and knit across until one stitch
remains on the needle. PM. K 1.

6.  Using the same pick up rate as before begin picking up stitches in the center
of the first stitch of every row as instructed in #2 above. end by knitting one stitch
off of NA. Place marker. K next 8 stitches from NA. Pull NB through so that the
stitches rest on the needle.

At left is a diagram of the 
needle set-up after all the 
stitches have been picked up in 
the SET-UP round.

I use the two circle needles in 
the same manner as I would for 
knitting a sock on two circles.

The principal is that each 
needle knits its own section. Be 
sure to snug up the first stitch 
of the transition between 
needles.
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7. Reposition NA as shown in diagram on page 2. Pick up opposite end of NA 
and begin to knit across to marker. You now have 127 stitches between 
markers.

8. -Slip marker, and M1(make one) in the bar between the stitches. Place
another marker, isolating the CS.

Rnd #1 - (mark beginning of round in the top left corner of the pillow).
Continue around pillow "making one in the corners as instructed, remembering to
add another marker to isolate the other corner stitches.

Stop!!! Thread a contrasting yarn strand into a yarn needle and run it through
the purl loops just under the last round. You can use several strands, leaving a
6 inch tail on each ( I used 4). On one of the side edges mark 12 loops with a
different color. This section will be used to indicate the loops adjacent to the
botton hole opening you will be making on "pick up " round that will close the
tube. It is important that you mark these loops(purl bars). You'll thank me later.

Rnd #2 - Knit around, increasing one stitch each side of CS's. don't forget to
replace markers.

Rnd #3 - Knit around -even.

Rnd #4 - Repeat rnd #2.

Rnd #5 - Repeat rnd #3.

Rnd #6 - Repeat rnd #2.

Rnd's 7-9 - Knit even.

Rnd #10 - Knit around, decreasing one stitch each side of CS, as follows:

Knit to 2 stitches before marker, SSK. Slip marker. K -CS. Slip marker. K 2
tog. Work in the same manner on each corner.

Rnd #11 - Knit even.

Rnd #12 - Repeat rnd #10.

Rnd # 13 - Repeat rnd #11.

Rnd's # 14-15 - Repeat rnd's #10 and 11.

Rnd #16 - Closing the tube.  Now we are going to use those loops we marked
after rnd #1. With a #0 circle needle, turn you work so the back side(purl side)



into the marker purl loop from back to front. Work you way across until you are
on the stitch that matches the beginning of the round. Turn you work to the right
side (knit side).

Begin this round by knitting the stitch on your working needle with the stitch on
the pick up needle together. You can K 2 tog, or you can slip one on the working
needle, knit the one on the pick up needle and PSSO. Which ever way you
choose will work-just get them knitted together. Continue working across all the
picked up stitches. Stop!!!

Turn your work to the back side and repeat the pick up process. Turn your work
to the right side and continue around until you come to where you have decide to
made the button hole opening for your cord. When you get to the alternate color
pick up strand. Knit 12 stitches on your working needle. Next, knit cast on 13
sts on your left needle. Slip the last stitch of the right needle over the last st of
the left needle. Working as before, pick up the stitches off the pick up needle
and knit them together with cast on sts (12). Now complete the round as before.

Your tube is now connected, and you have an opening for your cording. Next you
will be knitting the seam allowance, used to sew the pillow on to it's cloth
backing.

Rnd #17- Knit even.

Rnd's # 18-23- Repeat rounds #2-7.

Bind off seam allowance.

Getting Prepared to Assemble the Pillow

1. (Opt) I line the pillow top with a woven fabric that has been pre-washed, and
pressed. I center the pillow top on the fabric and baste from the center out to
hold it in place. Once it is attached firmly. I run a basting stitch along the outside
edge of the tubing, making sure to put my stitches in the trench where the tube
joins the seam allowance. Once that is done, your pillow top is assemble.

2.  Cut the back piece 17 by 17 inches. (pre-wash and press)

3. Make you cording. I cut a strip of poly quilt batting about 1 1/2 inches wide,
72 inches long. taking about four inches at a time I roll it into a cording and
fasten it(whip it together) with a needle and thread to hold it in place. See photo
below.



Basic Assembly

1.  With right sides facing each other, pin the pillow together with the back fabric
on three sides,making sure that you go at least one inch around the bottom
corners, leaving the center section of the bottom of the picture open. Also,
check to make sure that the tubing is folded into the center so as not to be catch
in the sewing.

2.  Using the basting line as your guide, and the zipper foot on you machine,
stitch around the three sides.

3. Trim and clip the fabric corners only. Turn right side out.

4. Insert your cording in the tube, with a large safety pin (Quilter’s). Work it
around gently. make sure the tube is smoothly filled. Let the ends of the cord go
for now.

5.  Leaving ends of the cording loose, insert the pillow. Hand stitch the remainder
of the bottom edge to the pillow top as close to the bottom of the cording tube as 
possible.



6.  Now, adjust the cording if necessary. Once your are satisfied with the look,
cut the ends of your cording and attach the two ends together with a needle and
thread. Try to make the connection smooth.

7.  Close the button hole opening with the Mattress Stitch. This stitch will turn the
cast on edges inward leaving a undetectable seam. C heck it out on YouTube.
Weave in the ends of your yarn into the tubing.

Options

I f you want to be able to remove the cover for washing, here are few ideas you
might consider. They have one thing in common, they don't require a zipper.



In the illustration on page 6, you will see that a flap is created, then buttoned 
down to hold it is place. In the first picture at the top left, you see the back without 
a flap. This opening at the top is where you slip in the pillow form. The flaps can 
be decorative or not, depending on your mood. You could also use the open flap
area to monogram the initials of your recipient, making it very personal. Use
your imaginations. 

These are just some of my ideas for future pillows. Make sure you cut two pieces 
for your flap and sew it right sides together, then clip and turn. If you decide to 
put an round elastic loop on the point to loop over a button, don't forget to 
incorporate this into your tip before you sew it shut. Next, press is out carefully. I 
would stay stitch the top edge together so it holds it's shape. The next step for 
those who want to button affect is to make the button holes,(opt) monogram your 
initials, or anything else you might think of), and finish preparing it to be 
assembled with the pillow top.

Preparing the Back of the Pillow

The main piece of the backing needs to be hemmed at the top. Iron down a 1/2
inch seam. Lay it back open. Measure in 1 inch from each corner. Place a pin.
Stay stitch from pin to outside edge. Clip to seam.

* These tiny sections will be sewn in as part of the main piece to incorporate the
corners.

Hem the remainder On your machine.



Optional Assembly

1. With right sides facing you attach the flap first, centering it on top edge.

* Note - Brown = tubing that is folded to center.

Green= edge of cording tube under flap

Dotted line is seam guide (basting)



2. Center back on pillow top with hemmed edge slight draping below seam.
Pin down remainder of back to pillow. This time sew around the entire pillow.
being careful not to catch the hemmed edge of the opening..

3. Turn right side out.

4. Follow instructions for inserting the cording in Basic Assembly.

* Note - Don't forget to sew on your button/ buttons.

Happy Knitting

KT




